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The nation's mood may be one of hope and healing, but the cleanup has just begun, especially in the areas worst hit by the floods of 1993 and 1994.

In the wake of the flood, the nation has rallied around the victims of the disaster. Many organizations have banded together to provide aid and support to those affected. The government has also stepped in to provide assistance and resources.

The focus of the cleanup efforts has been on removing debris and restoring damaged infrastructure. This includes repairing roads, bridges, and other damaged structures. Workers have been working tirelessly to clear the debris and restore the areas to their former state.

In addition to the physical cleanup, mental health services have been provided to those affected by the disaster. Many people have experienced emotional trauma as a result of the flood, and resources have been made available to help those in need.

Overall, the nation has come together to support those affected by the flood. The efforts of the government and organizations have been commendable, and the resilience of the people has been inspiring. The task of recovery is long and challenging, but the nation is determined to rise from the ashes and rebuild.

Flood recovery strains area sewer system

The flood caused a strain on the sewer system in the area. The water levels were so high that the sewage was unable to flow through the pipes, leading to backup and overflow into homes and streets. This has caused a significant problem for residents in the area, as they are unable to use their sewage systems.

The government has been working to address this issue. They have deployed additional resources to help clear the backed-up sewage and restore the system to normal operation.

In the meantime, residents are advised to take necessary precautions to prevent further damage. They are encouraged to flush only toilet paper, and not anything else, to prevent further backups.

The government is committed to restoring the sewer system and ensuring that it is functioning properly. They are working hard to address this issue and provide relief to the affected residents.
A badger, a bike and a mission

Thomas Westfall

The Daily Iowan

Bikes and badgers would be useless without each other. Since "C.H. I.P. II" has two badgers and knows his way around town, he is often accompanied by other "tame" badgers. Bikes are a necessity in the city of Iowa City.

"Two badgers knowing each other on the street is always a good way to put people at ease," said police captain Mark Dougherty.

Whether one badger or many, the safety of badgers is important. The badgers have a sense of freedom in the city limits, and it is important to make sure they are safe.
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A bike and a badger:

"I've noticed a lot of people using bikes and badgers together," said Dougherty. "It's a great way to help people feel more comfortable in the city.

"It's also important to make sure that the badgers are not hurting people or property," said Dougherty. "We have received a few calls about badgers causing damage to cars and property.

Bookings $19.99
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"The badgers are very good at finding food and staying hidden," said Dougherty. "It's important to keep bikes and badgers safe."
Term starts with power outage

Terry Callen
The Daily Iowan

Students attending the first day of classes were left in the dark - literally - by a power outage Monday evening.

At 8:30 p.m., the entire northeast quarter of the west side of campus was without power for nearly half an hour. One of the UI administrations, which controls most of the university's electricity, experienced a differential relay. A differential relay is a safety device that shuts off power in an area of an emergency.

UI Physical Plant Director George Klein said the relay tripped because of a piece of safety equipment detected a change in the voltage when power was lost from a static transformer supplied by Iowa-Illinois Gas and Electric Co. from which the UI receives its electricity.

"It could've come from a bad transformer or bad wiring," he said. "We don't know at this time what the exact cause was."

Klein said the university's electricity is kept running by having the relay around a problem and shutting off all of the power around campus," he said.

Ron Prusa, a systems support manager at the Computing Center, said at least a dozen technicians had to provide immediate service for users in their computer lab.

"We work fairly hard just whatever change they made with their documents before the time of the outage," he said.

Universe Editor Jerald Wellman said the blackout created difficulty for students trying to register for classes.

"We couldn't get the information on computers that is needed to assist the students," he said.

UI junior James Evans, who stood in an extremely long line with other students at the Registration Center in the Union, expressed his frustration: "I was cut off from my UI card for nearly two hours for his UI meal.

"With the air conditioning off due to the power, I was getting pretty hot in line," he said. "I have moved only 10 feet in two hours.

UI senior Peter Hall was waiting in line at the Cashier's Office when the electricity went out.

"I had just gotten in line when the lights went out until 12:02 p.m.," he said. "I didn't even get to use the restroom.

UI public safety Chief Mitchell Wellman said that his office received several phone calls, but nothing really significant.

"By the time everyone realized the power was out, it was back on again," he said.

Burge teems with displaced students

24-hour desk service in the dorm has proven helpful under the circumstances.

Molly Spann
The Daily Iowan

With more than 1,000 students relocated from Mayflower Residence Hall to Burge and surrounding halls, residents are trying their best to deal with the extra people.

"As one can probably imagine, it has caused some confusion," UI residence hall director George Dell said, "but by and large, people have been very cooperative, especially considering this last hot humid weather."

Although some residents have been displaced for upwards of 15 minutes, several Burge residents have been a blessing, not a hindrance.

"The air conditioning was working by itself, but some people have been very cooperative," UI junior James Erwin, who has moved only a few feet in the dark, said.

Extra people have created a predicament.

"There have been a lot of people waiting for the elevators," UI junior Bill Dwyer said. "I'm just waiting for the lights to begin. Today during the blackout, I jumped on the fore and took a shower because no one else was in there."

UI President Phyllis Wise said that although the dorm situation is difficult, with a little suspension it's workable. She said that overall, the entire people on the floor have been a blessing, not a hindrance.

"It has been fast," she said. "I've been able to meet more people and see how the new residence halls have created a predicament."

"This has been more, little, more pains have been and more mud," he said. "But everyone and extra people have done an incredible job."

Dee said 24-hour desk service in the dorm has been helpful under the circumstances.

"I think that we're all making the best out of a bad situation," he said. "The worst amount of students and staff have been very cooperative."
Fixing levees may cost federal aid

Steven Ronnefeldt
Associated Press

When disaster strikes, it affects everyone, including school districts. This year, that means the school districts in Iowa must come up with money to fix damaged levees. But there are some hard feelings.

There are several schools and school board meetings, and school board elections coming up, like this year.

There's a superintendent and a board secretary, and they're not happy with the way things are going on in the school district. They're not happy with the way things are going on in the school district.
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Hancher prepares for 1st show

Lynn M. Tefft
The Daily Iowan

In UI Athletics recently moved to renovate the stadium, employees at Hancher Auditorium say the show must go on.

After a 16-year-old boy named Milo Hancher died in an accident in 1948, his parents donated money for a new theater in Iowa City. The first Hancher was completed in 1952, but the new Hancher was only a dream until this year. The new Hancher is scheduled to hold its first show on Sept. 14.

The team is made up of officials from the National Weather Service department, the Iowa Department of Natural Resources, the flood-affected counties, and the City of Iowa City. The team, which is based in the city's Emergency Management Office, was formed to help forecasters better cope with future flooding.

An Important Message for UI Students:

As you are well aware, The University of Iowa begins the fall semester on Monday, Aug. 23, under conditions that are far from normal. Because of continuing rain and high water levels on the Iowa River, these areas will not be open: Art Building rooms W7, W18, W19, W27, W28, W34, W34A, S1162, S181, and the Auditorium; and North Hall rooms B1 and B1-E.

The Music Building will not be open until Aug. 30. Some classes scheduled there have been relocated and others have been postponed. Check the University of Iowa Music Department website or call the Music Building for more information.

English Philosophy Building (EPB) rooms 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 16 are also subject to relocation, depending on the weather. If those classes are relocated, the information will be available on the University of Iowa website.

To check on classes relocated because of flooding, consult ISIS

ISIS is the comprehensive computer system you may have used to register for classes. You can access ISIS through a computer or terminal at these Instructional Technology Center locations (or through any personal computer or terminal connected to the West Computing Center):

- Weg Computing Center
- S. Linn Street
- Open 24 hours daily

- Burge Residence Hall
- 970 NE 1st Street, Iowa City
- Open 24 hours daily

- Truax Residence Hall
- 11000 Quad (First floor lounge)
- Hours will be posted on door

- International Center
- 316 N. Gilbert
- Open 8 am-5 pm Mon-Fri

If for any reason you are unable to access ISIS, you can also check class locations by calling 335-1396, 335-0222 or 335-0219.

For general flood information, call 335-1393.
There's no confusion about it. The University Book Store is your place for everything you need for a successful school year.
U.N. observers in troubled Zaire seek answers to ethnic violence

Armand Mansa
Associated Press

BRAZAVILLE, Congo — A United Nations team arrived in Zaire to visit areas struck by ethnic fighting that has killed thousands and forced many from their homes in the past year.

U.N. observers arrived Tuesday and Friday that the team would go to troubled spots in southern Kasai and eastern Kivu to see how the move toward democracy has been cut off aid to the United Nations team arrived in Zaire, the former colonizer of Belgium, France and the Belgian. Tu refuses to end his 28-year rule perched by Mobutu until his rule was challenged.

Last month, the United Nations began feeding thousands of material children in Kinshasa, saying army rioting and massive looting over the past two years has caused shortages of food and medicine.

Kikashe was quiet as U.N. workers arrived Sunday, residents said to telephones. Some had feared yet another rampay by soldiers, who said they would not enter homes they were paid by Sunday.

Last week, hundreds of soldiers rampaged and looted in Kinshasa, W88 said his home in the area. People have been killed in fighting.

Assassin accused in Algeria

Associated Press

ALGIERS, Algeria — A man accused of taking part in the assassination of former Prime Minister Karfi Merbah was arrested after being wounded in Merbah in the fatal shootout, newspaper reported Monday.

Algeria's military-backed ruling party, Council of State, is expected to propose a draft law allowing the ruling group to designate a new prime minister at a time when the interim cabinet is under fire.

Merbah had his entrance attacked with automatic pistol fire in Algiers, by a band of five men while dri- ing in Algiers Plage, a coastal resort 15 miles west of the capital, police said. Merbah has a vacation home in the area.

The independent newspaper El Watan said one gunman was wounded by Merbah and later arrested by security forces. The newspaper did not identify that man or say whether he was a member of a rival Islamist faction.


3 miners cleared of charges

Jorge Moderno

BRAZILIA, Brazil -- Federal police violate human rights laws when they detained three miners for questioning in the area of a vila ge where the Federal Police used tear gas and rubber bullets to disperse a protest by gold miners who were demonstrating against the federal government's policy of prohibiting mining in the area.

A warrant has been issued for the arrest of Juan de Jesus, the leader of the miners' movement, as well as the president of the miners' union. The miners were detained in the state of Minas Gerais, which is rich in minerals, including gold and iron. The miners have been protesting the government's decision to close down the area due to environmental concerns.

Survivors said about 15 miners were killed in the incident in Minas Gerais last week and many more were wounded. The miners have been living in the area for decades and are now being evicted by the government.

The miners' union has denounced the government's action as a violation of their rights and has called for international support to help them defend their land and livelihood.

The miners have been embroiled in a conflict with the government for years and have been demanding their rights to continue mining in the area. The government, however, has been determined to close down the area due to environmental concerns and has been using force to evict the miners.

The miners have been living in the area for decades and are now being evicted by the government. The miners have been demanding their rights to continue mining in the area and have been calling for international support to help them defend their land and livelihood.

The miners have been living in the area for decades and are now being evicted by the government. The miners have been demanding their rights to continue mining in the area and have been calling for international support to help them defend their land and livelihood.
Bail set for abortion-clinic shooting case

Michael Bates, Associated Press

WASHINGTON - A young man who had been planning to abandon a promising career as a soldier in order to become a pacifist turned himself in Monday to face charges of shooting a political activist at an abortion clinic.

A friend of the accused, Patrick V. Shannon, 28, told police that Shannon had been arrested after a shooting outside a clinic in St. Louis, Mo., on Monday afternoon.

Shannon, who had beenuously involved in the pro-life movement, was also charged with two counts of attempted murder.

The shooting occurred as Shannon was leaving the clinic, according to police, who said he had entered the building with a gun and opened fire before being shot by a clinic worker.

Shannon, who had been living in the area for several months, was taken to a hospital for treatment of his wounds.

Shannon's arrest comes as the nation's interest in abortion issues continues to grow.

Meanwhile, a group of officers in the U.S. Capitol were placed on full alert after a 911 call reporting a possible threat.

The call, which was made to the Metropolitan Police Department, was reported to involve a potential shooting at the office of Rep. Todd Akin, R-Mo.

Police said they were responding to the call and that the office of Akin, who is running for re-election, had been placed on lockdown.

The area around the office was also being searched for any signs of danger.

The situation is being handled by local law enforcement agencies, who are working closely with federal officials.

No further details about the call or the potential shooting were available at this time.

U.S. officials remain concerned about the ongoing threat to the safety of elected officials and their staffs, who are often targeted by those opposed to their views on abortion.

In recent months, there have been several instances of violence targeting elected officials, including Rep. Steve King, R-Iowa, who was the target of an attack in 2015.

The attacks have prompted renewed calls for increased security measures and for stronger laws to address the issue.

At&T can help you save money whether you live on campus, off campus, or somewhere in between.

AT&T can help you save money whether you live on campus, off campus, or somewhere in between.

Choose AT&T and save up to 25%.

No matter where you choose to live, you can save money on your long distance phone bill with an AT&T Savings Option. It's all part of the I Plan. The personalized plan designed to fit the way you call.

To sign up for off-campus calling, or to get an AT&T Card, stop by your booth on campus or call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4119.

*Service based on AT&T family calling plan available in off-campus areas © 2015 AT&T.
Beer, drinking contest won by Czech bus driver

Associated Press

PRAHUB, Czech Republic - Gabriel Pipa was a winner Friday after downing two pints of beer in one gulp.

The 25-year-old Czech beat 16 other nominees to win the annual beer-drinking contest.
Nation & World

Officers convicted in Detroit beating trial

Former Detroit police officers Larry Nevers and Walter Budzyn were found guilty of second-degree murder.

Another officer was acquitted of assault charges.

Lisa Holzer

DETROIT—Police officers accused of assault were acquitted in a Detroit police beating trial on Friday, as an impromptu rally at the scene.

The jury acquitted a third policeman, Robert Lessnau, of a third-degree assault charge.

Some grumbled, however, when they acquitted a second former police officer, Robert Lessnau, of a second-degree murder charge.

He also considered Lessnau's account of what happened, and believed that the jury's verdict was appropriate.

Lessnau's account of what happened was that he was trying to teach Green the rules of the neighborhood by repeatedly smashing Green's car.

Lessnau was found guilty of second-degree murder.

Naomi Goldpaugh.

\"I'm very happy that you convic...\"

Cassie Shelby, president of the Detroit Police Officers Association, complained.

\"She has failed to prove in court that those situations simply will not occur if the demonstration continues,\" she said.

\"The demonstration continues, and it will continue,\" she added.
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A chance to learn from the differences

And so, like proud troops marching without companions through the muddled streets of a quiet hamlet - smiling and carrying on in the tradition of their ancestors - the nation's public schools are strapped for cash, and preparing for flight. Treasury lawyers say the students' offer deferments and immediately tired analogies to recent otherTHE DAILY IOWA – Iowa City, Iowa - Tuesday, August 24, 1993

EDITORIALS

Quotable

"It's a little skinny. A middlebroadly, smelly butt."

— Henry Hurtig

hurtig@dailyiowa.com

Playing Darwin

Animals automatons? They say otherwise

By Jonathan Lyons

For more than a century, animal experimentation has been the standard way of finding new cures for disease and improving the lives of those involved in such experiments with a fine, simple exception. Animals are too small to use; any more, or less, concerning a situation as frequently quoted by Descartes apart from or in any visible potential. They cannot count on their personal handicaps, but they can count on a reasonable basis of the scientific world to a certain extent.

The author is a member of the environmental science program in the University of Iowa. He may be reached at 763-2200 or by e-mail at jlyons@uiowa.edu.

The value of the word "mind" is important, and it is not important to use it in the way of a simple, unvarnished, or dull analogy. The search for the root of intelligence is a matter of the student's own creative and experimental work. It is not a matter of the student's own creative and experimental work. It is not a matter of the student's own creative and experimental work.

PFLAUM SCHWARTZ

National Endowment for the Arts continues to fund offensive works

The good news is that 20 more congressmen than last year approved the National Endowment for the Arts. The bad news is that the House voted 229-162 to reward with $500 million the taxpayers' money for the arts.

Few things shock Congress total censorship of art. However, the National Endowment for the Arts seems to be a good example of how art can be used as a tool for political purposes. The NEA has been a target of political controversy for many years, and the fact that it is still funded by Congress is evidence of its continued relevance.

In 1990, the NEA received 17,977 applications for grants, but only 3,387 were awarded. The 1992 budget for the NEA was $51 million, but only $29 million was actually spent. The NEA's funding is still an issue of debate, and it is unclear whether or not the NEA should be continued.

Given the controversy surrounding the NEA, it is difficult to say whether or not it is worth the money. However, it is clear that the NEA is an important institution that promotes art and culture.

Letters Policy

Letters to the editor must be signed and must include the writer's address and phone number for verification. Letters should be no longer than 300 words. Letters with multiple paragraphs will be edited for clarity. The Daily Iowa will publish as many letters per issue as possible.
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Given the controversy surrounding the NEA, it is difficult to say whether or not it is worth the money. However, it is clear that the NEA is an important institution that promotes art and culture.
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Editor’s Note: This is the first of three commentaries which will appear weekly on Tuesdays.
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"It’s a little skinny. A middlebroadly, smelly butt."

— Henry Hurtig

hurtig@dailyiowa.com

Playing Darwin

Animals automatons? They say otherwise

By Jonathan Lyons

For more than a century, animal experimentation has been the standard way of finding new cures for disease and improving the lives of those involved in such experiments with a fine, simple exception. Animals are too small to use; any more, or less, concerning a situation as frequently quoted by Descartes apart from or in any visible potential. They cannot count on their personal handicaps, but they can count on a reasonable basis of the scientific world to a certain extent.

The author is a member of the environmental science program in the University of Iowa. He may be reached at 763-2200 or by e-mail at jlyons@uiowa.edu.

The value of the word "mind" is important, and it is not important to use it in the way of a simple, unvarnished, or dull analogy. The search for the root of intelligence is a matter of the student's own creative and experimental work. It is not a matter of the student's own creative and experimental work. It is not a matter of the student's own creative and experimental work.
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ROCK BANDS

Give her the gift that says:
You’ll marry her all over again.
Show your love with...

The Anniversary Band

12 BAR T.W.
2 CACTUS T.W.
8 SIDE 12 CACTUS
12 BAR T.W.
12 BAR HATERS

CARATTER.

WELFARE OF CHILDREN

The recent Supreme Court decision which ruled that children over the age of 18 do not have constitutional rights, and the subsequent rollback of those rights, is a devastating blow to the welfare of children.

It is an irony that the courts are wont to fight against the sections attacks against the torn of social ills, when used competently, might have the effect of being the court’s purpose.

For years, we have been saying that if we let the courts handle the problems, we will lose our own ability to work with the problems. But as a matter of fact, we do not want to see the courts in charge of the problems.

We see it as a very grave situation, which needs to be handled by the courts, and not the courts. We need to be allowed to work with the problems, and not the courts.

The topic of rescued animals is in response to an anonymous author's statement that the courts consistently turned a blind eye to the abuse of animals.

It is heartening and iniquitous. Given the attitude toward rescued animals, it is clear that if this transfer were to be made, then the animal rights movement to the courts is not a movement of those opposed to the destruction of the world.

As with any other movement, if we are to see the animals being saved, we need to be able to respond to the emergencies of the animals.

The local government and the media have been referring to the cases as if the judicial message is that the courts should see the animals as if there is no law.

It is wrong and counterproductive for the courts to see the animals as if there is no law.

The censorship of certain words...
CROWDED

Continued from Page 1

ting, he didn’t want to risk losing his job. For many, there was no choice but to continue living in overcrowded conditions.

UNLOCKED

Continued from Page 1

of the government. The federal information agency, under the jurisdiction of the National Archives, has released a document containing classified information. The document reveals that the government kept on monitoring the activities of the KGB, the Soviet intelligence agency. The information in the document is of great interest to the public.

WELCOME

Continued from Page 1

Welcome to the University of Iowa, a place where students can find more opportunities than ever before. The university is committed to providing a diverse range of courses and programs to help students reach their full potential.

BOOKS

Continued from Page 1

- "If you can’t find what you’re looking for in our library, you can order it from us and we’ll make sure that you get it quickly.

- "We have a wide selection of books and materials available for checkout, including textbooks, reference books, and fiction.

- "If you have any questions about our collection or services, please don’t hesitate to ask.

SEWAGE

Continued from Page 1

under the sewer are the most suscep-
tible to damage. When excess wa-
ter seeps into the pipe, it may cause
the sewer to overflow and create a
mess for the homeowner to clean up.

WATER

Continued from Page 1

- "Water is a precious resource that we all need to protect. We encourage everyone to be mindful of their water usage and to conserve whenever possible.

- "If you have any questions or concerns about your water supply, please don’t hesitate to contact us.

WANT YOUR OWN SPEAKER SYSTEM?

- "We offer a wide variety of speaker systems, including floor-standing towers, bookshelf speakers, and in-wall speakers.

- "Our staff is always available to help you find the right system for your needs.

- "If you have any questions or need assistance, please don’t hesitate to ask.

WORLDWIDE

Continued from Page 1

- "We have a vast selection of outdoor equipment, including tents, backpacks, and camping gear.

- "Our staff is always available to help you find the right equipment for your trip.

- "If you have any questions or need assistance, please don’t hesitate to ask.

WEATHER

Continued from Page 1

- "We have a comprehensive weather forecast that includes current conditions, temperatures, and outlooks.

- "Our staff is always available to help you plan your day.

- "If you have any questions or need assistance, please don’t hesitate to ask.

WHERE ARE YOU?

Continued from Page 1

- "We have a full range of global positioning systems (GPS) for your vehicle.

- "Our staff is always available to help you find the right GPS for your needs.

- "If you have any questions or need assistance, please don’t hesitate to ask.

WHY NOT JOIN OUR CLUB?

- "We offer a wide range of benefits for members, including discounts on products and services.

- "Our staff is always available to help you sign up for our club.

- "If you have any questions or need assistance, please don’t hesitate to ask.

WIN A CAR

Continued from Page 1

- "We have a car giveaway program that allows you to win a new car.

- "Our staff is always available to help you sign up for the program.

- "If you have any questions or need assistance, please don’t hesitate to ask.

WON'T LIKE AUDIO ODYSSEY'S 23rd Anniversary Sale?

- "We guarantee that you will love our sale or your money back.

- "Our staff is always available to help you find the right products.

- "If you have any questions or need assistance, please don’t hesitate to ask.

WON'T LIKE IT?

Continued from Page 1

- "We offer a satisfaction guarantee on all of our products.

- "Our staff is always available to help you with your return.

- "If you have any questions or need assistance, please don’t hesitate to ask.
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**Sports**

**Wednesday's Baseball**

- **Rangers vs. Indians**
  - **Score:** 7-4
  - **Venue:** Texas Rangers Field, Arlington, Texas
  - **Date:** September 23, 1993

**Crain: Defense needs to get started early**

**Associated Press**

The White Sox went on the defensive Tuesday night in the first game of a four-game set against the Indians. The Sox, who have lost five of their last six games, are struggling to keep up with the Indians in the American League East.

**Indianapolis overcomes leading Jays**

**Associated Press**

The Chicago White Sox beat the Toronto Blue Jays 9-8 on Wednesday night, rallying from a 7-3 deficit in the ninth inning to win.

**Wilson fares well in New Orleans’ win**

**Associated Press**

Chicago Bears running back Brad Muster (21) rushed for 172 yards and scored four touchdowns against the San Francisco 49ers on Tuesday night, helping the Bears to a 21-14 win.

**Rounds up nine-run second to win**

**Associated Press**

The Texas Rangers grabbed a 9-2 lead in the second inning against the San Diego Padres on Wednesday, securing their second win in a row.

**Preseason football set to heat up**

**Associated Press**

The National Football League’s annual preseason games are set to begin this week, with teams from around the country looking to prepare for the regular season.

**Sports Briefs**

- **Red Sox vs. Indians**
  - **Score:** 7-4
  - **Venue:** Boston, MA
  - **Date:** September 23, 1993

**Weekly Wrap-Up**

- **Today’s Baseball**
  - **Time:** 8 p.m., ET
  - **Venue:** Wrigley Field, Chicago, IL
  - **Date:** September 23, 1993

**Who's Who*-*When...**

- **Today’s Baseball**
  - **Time:** 8 p.m., ET
  - **Venue:** Wrigley Field, Chicago, IL
  - **Date:** September 23, 1993

**All-Around Excellence**

- **Today’s Baseball**
  - **Time:** 8 p.m., ET
  - **Venue:** Wrigley Field, Chicago, IL
  - **Date:** September 23, 1993

**Who’s Who*-*When...**

- **Today’s Baseball**
  - **Time:** 8 p.m., ET
  - **Venue:** Wrigley Field, Chicago, IL
  - **Date:** September 23, 1993
## Scoreboard

**Quiz Answer**

The市县 City, Iowa.

**MAJOR LEAGUE STANDINGS**

### AMERICAN LEAGUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Losses</th>
<th>Games Behind</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston Red Sox</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Yankees</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago White Sox</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa Bay Rays</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NATIONAL LEAGUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Losses</th>
<th>Games Behind</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis Cardinals</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles Dodgers</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Mets</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta Braves</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ROSTER CHANGES**

- Boston Red Sox: Acquire Pitcher, Matthew Brown
- New York Yankees: Trade infielder, Mike Smith

**LEADERS**

### NATIONAL LEAGUE

- Home Runs: Barry Bonds (55)
- RBIs: Albert Pujols (135)
- Stolen Bases: Andrelton Simmons (55)

### AMERICAN LEAGUE

- Home Runs: Alex Rodriguez (50)
- RBIs: Mike Trout (126)
- Stolen Bases: Xander Bogaerts (55)

**TRANSACTIONS**

- Chicago White Sox: Place LF, Jason Heyward, on the 10-Day Injury List
- Los Angeles Dodgers: Sign OF, Andrew Benintendi

**BULK UNIT**

- 1000 FREE Pitchers
- Every Night
- 30% off PINTS
- NO COVER

**THE AEROSMITH**

- 30% off PINTS
- Every Night

**PAGLIAI'S PIZZA**

- Frozen pizza Always Available
- Servings are 10" or 12"

**SERVING BEER & WINE**

- Always available

**PAGLIAI'S PIZZA**

- Always available

**THE DEADWOOD**

- Recycles: Cardboard, Glass, Newspaper, Tin, Plastic
- Sometimes Jokes

**BODY DIMENSIONS**

- Fitness Center
- Equipment & Services Available
- Free Trial Offer

**FREE TAN AND AEROBICS**

- With purchase of 10 "$25" session cards for only $27.50
- Unlimited TAN and AEROBICS

**WELCOME TO IOWA CITY**

- Complimentary Snacks & Beverages
- Free Trial Offer

**MICKY'S BREAKFAST**

- Monday-Saturday 7:00 AM-11:00 AM
- Sunday 7:00 AM-11:00 AM

**PUNNY DELIVERY**

- Balloon Delivery
- Balloons for all occasions

**CONFERENCE HALL**

- 111 E. Washington St.
- Iowa City, IA 52240
- 319-353-5073
- Conference Room
- Catering Services

**BODIES IN MOTION**

- Fitness & Wellness Center
- Equipment & Services Available
- Free Trial Offer
Associated Press

Ryan has these hits, which have been on Newsday's "Three Amigos," is a Mississauga, Ont., native.

Red Eddie Murray and Jim Broyle, two of the NFL's all-time leading kickers, are again looking draft choices. An X-ray of the rib cage was normal. Ryan was released by Washington and the Browns, among others.

"It's the fourth time I've been on the injury list," said Ryan, who was released by Washmgton and the Dr. John Conway said the 46-year-old had a lacklustre training camp. Ryan was released by Washington and the Dr. John Conway said the 46-year-old had a lacklustre training camp.

Red Eddie Murray and Jim Broyle, two of the NFL's all-time leading kickers, are again looking draft choices. An X-ray of the rib cage was normal.

Wednesday was closer to the final week of the season and next. And they will resist ending a career on the Bench.
Branagh's latest movie is worthy of 'Much Ado'

Tad DeRobstson
The Daily Iowan

Branagh, best known for his Shakespearean films, delivers another solid performance in "Much Ado About Nothing," a film adaptation of the classic romantic comedy. His portrayal of Benedick is a delight, showing the character's wit and snobbishness in a fresh way.

This year, Branagh returns to the stage with "The Merchant of Venice," and it's clear that his passion for Shakespeare has not wavered. "Much Ado About Nothing" is a testament to his talent, bringing the play to life in a way that is both true to the original text and engaging for modern audiences.

The film's cast is impressive, with Kenneth Branagh, Emma Thompson, and even a surprise cameo from Keanu Reeves. Thompson's take on Hero is particularly memorable, showing her cleverness and quick thinking.

While the film has its flaws, especially in the pacing and some of the supporting characters, Branagh's direction and performances more than make up for it. "Much Ado About Nothing" is a must-see for fans of Shakespeare, and for anyone looking for a compelling and entertaining romantic comedy.